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Allied Forces in the Salerno bridgehead are today advancing* Battipaglia, which

twice changed hands since the landing, is again in our hands. An important point in the

German hinge that begins at Salerno, and sweeps across to. the east, was captured

yesterday afternoon half an, hour before Battipaglia fell, and reconnaissance patrols
now pushing on to the village of Montecorvina.

This village lies some distance from the airfield of the sane none which has been

in our possession since the day after our landing, but which, has never been fully

operational because of the .gun positions in the hills beyond.

The tobacco factory in the high ground above Battipaglia which burned fiercely
for more then 24hours after it was bombed by invaders is now held by the Allies. ,

Beyond this point our forces have pushed on for acre than three miles, ’./hitacross

Hill has also been among the notable spots captured, but the pimple, for which so many

gallant thrusts have been made, contains forces of Germans well dug in on the cliff side

covering the tail of their withdrawing troops.

In their withdrawal the Germans, are adopting the unusual procedure of pulling out

their artillery first. This is probably due to the difficult nature of ground.

Another reason for this change in normal procedure may be that rains may overtake them in

this country, where rushing mountain streams would make many tracks impassable and

movement across the low lying fields, impossible. The enemy is'not retreating‘in a

hurry.

There is no question of a rout. He has certain well held posts in the hills, and as

he swings back he is quite capable of putting in strong delaying movements. His

withdrawal, along the San Mango valley showed that there had been no hurried exodus,
for there were all the usual demolitions to impede our progress. Furthest north in

the bridgehead we hold the high ground and there observation of the coast road as it

sweeps down to Vietri and keep check on any movement in the area.

On the left side of the Vietri Gorge the high ground is now firmly held by our

troops, but on the right or eastern side there is a pocket of the enemy which is

still mortaring the road and banring the break through towards Nocera and the plains

beyond.

More deserters from the enemy lines came over to the British troops today, giving

as.their reason for desertion that they could not stand the fierce barrage that our

artillery has been sending over. Some of the men who have come in have been, in the

words of the troops, "•Shell happy", roaring with uncontrolable laughter as they
surrendered. More than 20 deserters from one battalion arrived at one British

post yesterday .afternoon, while a little later four Germans drove a truck laden with

mortar bombs over to the British, Apart from the effect of the shelling, many

of the Germans who came in yesterday said that they were sick and tired of the war.

Rumour reached Salerno yesterday that there is an outbreak of typhus and.cholera

in Naples, but whether this is a fact or a German sponsored rumour there is no means

of deciding at the moment. There one many rumours of activities and happenings

circulating around Salerno today -about the rest of Italy, but cut off as she is from

many parts of the outside, world these stories have to be treated with very great reserve.
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